


Each morning you may wonder what
the weather will be during the day ahead.
Weather is the condition of the atmosphere
at a certain time and place. Will it be cold
and rainy? Will it be windy? Will it be warm
and sunny? Will there be a thunderstorm
like the one on the front of this card? These
are 'luestions about weather.

2 Meteorology is the study of factors
that affect weather. One of the most
important factors is the sun. The sun's
energy warms land and water on Earth.
The land and water then warm the
surrounding air. For example, air above a
paved parking lot may feel very hot in the
summer. The sun warms the pavement, and
the pavement warms the air. The warm air
makes you feel warm.

VReadlno Check
2. An example of meteorology is the

study of how the sun __.
a. helps plants grow
b. warms Earth
c. provides light to the moon

3 Air pressure is the force on any given
area by the weight of the air above it. Air
temperature affects air pressure. When air
is warmer, air particles have more energy.
The particles move around more and
spread apart. The air's density, or mass per
unit volume, decreases. The warm air rises
above air that is more dense. Aii· pressure is
lower for warmer air that has risen because
fewer air particles are pushing down on it
from above.

4 Rising air causes the formation of wind
and storm systems. Meteorology explains
this development. When warm air rises,
cooler air rushes in to replace it. This
moving air is wind. Strong winds may cause
severe weather, such as thunderstorms.
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5 The sun affects the 'amount of moisture
in the atmosphere. The sun warms bodies
of water, such as oceans and lakes. When
water gets warmer, some of it evaporates,
which means it changes from a li'luid to
water vapor in the air.

VReadlno Check
3. Moisture in the air can come

from
a. an ocean
b. the sun
c. the land

6 Moisture in the atmosphere is important
for an area's weather. When air rises, it
cools, and water vapor changes back into

. drops of li'luid water. This moisture can
form clouds. The water eventually falls as
precipitation, such as rain or snow.

7 Winds on Earth may occur over small
areas. An example is wind that occurs near
a lake. The sun warms the land and water,
but the land warms faster. The air above the
land becomes warmer than air above the
lake. Air pressure above the land is lower,
and the warmer air rises. Cooler air above
the water rushes inland. Wind blows in from
the lake.

VReadlno Check
4. What happens when air becomes

warmer?
a. Its density increases.
b. It rises.
c. Its temperature decreases.
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8 Global winds cover longer distances,
but their formation is similar to that of
local winds. A region of low pressure
causes warmer air to rise. Cooler air slides
under rising warmer air. Global winds may
produce weather patterns that extend for
thousands of kilometers.

VReading Check

5. Global winds can form when regions of
cause warm air to rise.

a. low temperature
b. high density
c. low pressure

Word Study

9 A large wind system stretches from
southwest to northeast across the United
States. Local weather systems generally
follow this wind pattern. Major storms can
affect many states when they are pushed by
this wind system.

VReadlng Check

6. Large weather systems usually move
from in the United States.
a. southwest to northeast
b. northwest to southeast
c. southeast to northwest

Classification One word below does not belong with the others. Apples
and oranges are fruits. Carrots are roots. Carrots is the word that does not
belong.

apples oranges earrels

Classify these words based on what you know about the weather. Write
the word that does not belong in each row.

7. sun rain snow
8. solid warm Iiq,uid
9. falling rising blowing

10. weather density pressure
11. cooler lower warmer
12. lake ocean mountain
13. distance temperature rainfall
14. moisture water land"
15. cooler faster slower
16. meteorology wind rain
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Standardized Test Practice

Friday

t
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Temperature Changes

Monday

Keywords A keyword helps you find the correct answer by
giving you an important detail. Keywords such as best, highest,
and lowest can help you find the correct answer to a q,uestion.
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19. The lowest temperature on Friday was about __.
A. 30°C
B. 15°C
C. 20°C
D. 17°C

18. On which day was the temperature the highest?
A. Monday
B. Tuesday
C. Wednesday
D. Thursday

Test Tip

Multiple Choice Use the graph to answer the q,uestions.

17. Which word best describes the temperature pattern during the week?
A. freezing
B. changing
C. increasing
D. decreasing
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